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33100

Classic Heavy Duty Windshields from 
National Cycle
The classic Heavy Duty shields from National Cycle feature 
their state-of-the-art Quantum coating on Lexan polycarbon-
ate material. All Heavy Duty windshield frames feature highly 
polished chrome steel outer hardware with non-glare black 
epoxy coated steel inner straps* and are available in two 
frame widths and six sizes to ensure proper proportions to 
motorcycle style and rider height. This classic style with the 
an adjustable center window allows some fine tuning in the 
height and the ability to adjust for light bar, chrome lowers or 
other clearances. Mounting hardware is chrome plated steel 
and will vary depending on application.
* Inner straps on Beaded Heavy Duty windshields are zinc plated.

Wide Frame Heavy Duty Windshields

Touring
H: 20"-21 1/2"

W: 21 1/2

Chopped
H: 15 1/2"-18 1/2"

W: 21 1/2"

Touring Heavy Duty
The Touring Heavy Duty offers plenty of height and width for outstanding 
wind, rain, and bug protection.  The classic look ensures the shield enhanc-
es the front end of your bike.
33100 Windshield ONLY (MFG #N2210); mounting kit sold below

Chopped Heavy Duty
The Chopped Heavy Duty has a wide screen and low profile to make it the 
preferred choice of many riders. The Chopped provides excellent protec-
tion for the chest and shoulders, and enables most riders to look over the 
screen.
15370 Windshield ONLY (MFG #N2270); mounting kit sold below

Mounting Kits for Touring and Chopped Heavy Duty

15382 Fits Fat Boy, FLST, FLSTC* and FLSTN models from 86-Up (MFG #CHN)
15383 Fits Dyna Wide Glide models from 80-05, and FXST, FXSTB, FXSTC, 

and FXSTD models from 84-13 (MFG #CHO)
15384 Fits FL Hydra/Duo/Electra Glide models from 49-59 (MFG #CHQ), 

Mounting kit for FL Duo Glide/Electra Glide from 60-84 (MFG #CHQ)
*Note: Windshield attaches to the Original Equipment mount points on Heritage Softail Classic 
(FLSTC) models. No mount kit required.

Optional/Replacement Windows
15331 Clear (MFG #23020)
603472 Blue (MFG #23022)
15321 Light grey tint (MFG #23024)

Windshield for 5-Speed FLHS Models 77-93
Attaches to the Original Equipment mounting brackets (Harley OE part #’s 
58068-83, 58067-83, 58080-83, and 58081-83) on all FLHS models 77-93.
603465 Touring Windshield (requires FLHS window #23030, screen includes 

notched style window) (MFG #N2211)

Optional/Replacement FLHS Style Windows
230528 Clear adjusting window (MFG #23030)
603473 Blue adjusting window (MFG #23032)

Windshield for FL Duo Glide/Electra Glide 60-84 when used with 
Mount Kit 15384
15371 Chopped windshield kit (screen includes notched style window) 

(MFG #N2271)
603465 Touring Windshield (requires FLHS window #23030, screen includes 

notched style window) (MFG #N2211)

Optional/Replacement Notch Style Windows
15312 Light Grey (MFG #23014)
15377 Blue (MFG #23012)
15378 Black (MFG #23013)


